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Remaining hopeful
Our message today has been to remain hopeful. We have
looked at the positive effects coronavirus pandemic has
had on our world and hope you can now consider ways that
you will remain hopeful in helping the Earth in 2021. While
people all across the globe have faced challenges beyond
anything in our lifetime, the resilience of you, the young
people of Reading, has shone through and we hope that
you have learned ways to look after yourself to remain
positive and hopeful in the year ahead.
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Our thanks to you
We understand how challenging
online learning has been for students
this year and that this has been
another online learning programme.
Our conference has evolved from a
live event, to a live virtual event, to
the conference you have just finished
and as a thank you for taking part,
we’d like to enter you and your school
into our prize draw!
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What could I win?
Group Prize
The school with the most participants will
be invited to join an activity day in July, to
celebrate the end of term, the start of the
summer, and the end of a challenging
academic year!
The activity day will be in Reading with
some of the youth team at an exciting
new venue!
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Individual prizes
There are five prizes you will be in with a
chance to win
Voucher for Caversham Lakes
Voucher to Mad Hatters Tea Party
Voucher to Reading Climbing Centre
Voucher to Deadlocked Escape Rooms
An Environmentally friendly pamper
hamper
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Interested in getting
involved with RYC?
Our next elections will be happening in December 2021 and are closed for
this cohort. But there are still many opportunities be involved in the
youth council.
If you are interested in finding out more, or have questions, have a look
on our website here where you’ll also find some more of the things we
have been working on.
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Thanks again!
Thanks for joining us for this event, with a difference!
This is the last presentation so please return back to the
event/link to survey monkey and finish the last few final
questions.
One of these is important if you want to win a prize – it’s just
giving us your name! :)
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